
Your visibility, 
confidently assured.
When you and your family need our support most.

The Power to Predict

PERSONAL VEHICLE TRACKING



A giant leap from mere tracking and reporting to The Power to Predict.

The Power to Predict,  
for a safer world.

A lot has changed in the 35 years that we’ve been keeping the things that matter 
most to people, safe. We’re not waiting to see what’s next for our customers, 
we’re inventing it as we speak. At Ctrack, our focus is firmly on the future; using 
our next generation Telematics and AI for a safer world, at home and at work.

Cover all your vehicles, for work or family. Keeps my  
family safe

Gives me  
full visibility

24/7 daily  
support

Makes my  
life easier



Advanced features that help you protect 
what is important to you. 

Real time visibility software |  
24/7 Daily support |  
Vehicle tracking solutions.

TELEMATICS FOR ACCURATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Emergency assistance that’s always ready.

Telematics plays a crucial role in timely, accurate stolen vehicle responses. 
When data is constantly being collected from your vehicle, a Ctrack telematics 
device can instantly detect if something out of the ordinary has occurred, 
and exactly where it happened. Automatic, Instant, Accurate. Get quick 
and competent support from a 24/7 national call centre with 35 years of 
experience in stolen vehicle emergencies.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY SOFTWARE

Clearly visible, always protected.

For many, a car is one of the most important personal items that you will own. 
The theft of such an important possession goes beyond the physical loss. 
There is the emotional value, as well as the cost and inconvenience associated 
with the delays required for replacement; not to mention the invasion of 
privacy and the feelings of injustice. In the unfortunate event of theft, a 
Ctrack tracking device can help to locate and recover your vehicle quickly 
and assist in the successful apprehension of the criminals. Crime can never 
be completely avoided, but having a Ctrack vehicle tracking device can lower 
your insurance premiums for long term savings, dramatically increase the 
chances of recovering your stolen vehicle and offer peace of mind, too.  

EFFORTLESS TRACKING

Data that’s designed for life.

Sometimes, your personal vehicle doubles-up as your business one, too. 
A Ctrack tracking service helps track and record personal and work driving 
separately, for accurate and transparent logging. Effortlessly switch between 
work and personal modes and let the Ctrack do the rest.



Scan QR Code to instantly chat to a Specialist or contact us  
at  0860 333 444 or ctrack.com to learn more. 

Technical information to be covered: 

CME SECURE

National Coverage

Stolen Vehicle Response

Automated daily Health Check

Web & Mobi Based Tracking

Battery/System Tamper Alarm

High G-Force Accident and Rollover detection

Trip Reporting

Business/Private Trip recording

Zone Management

*Stealth Guard Backup-unit (Optional extra)
Supporting device providing contingency to Secure unit
– sends alert if detached or jamming detected

* Optional extra

   Stolen Vehicle Support - Assistance provided in searching for a stolen missing vehicle (Additional Cost apply).

   Full Track and Trace -The system records position at predefined intervals, allowing you to view a trail of vehicle movement.

   Trip Start Detection - Records vehicle movement or ignition-on input to determine when a trip starts.

   Battery Tamper Alarms - Alerts you when power is disconnected, or when either the internal or vehicle battery level is low.

   Unauthorised Movement - Notifies you when a vehicle moves while the ignition is switched off – such as when it’s being towed. 

   GEO Zone Management - Virtual fences where specific actions can be allowed or disallowed. Receive alarm notifications from a  
       control room if a vehicle enters or exists these predetermined areas.

   Business/Private - Records business/private kilometers travelled.


